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            On April 5, 2016, H-Net Council voted to de-commission H-PubAdmin. The network has been largely unused. Rather than attempt to revive an unused network, we suggest H-PubAdmin’s 373 subscribers join our much larger and more active networks in related fields. These might include H-Law, H-Urban, and H-Pol. With over 2300 subscribers, H-Law is an active network on the history of all legal traditions sponsored by the American Society for Legal History. The editors there have recently begun an original podcast. H-Urban is focussed on urban history and urban studies and the H-Urban Teaching Center is especially impressive. H-Pol is dedicated to scholarly communication on the history of politics. 
Feel free to contact me with any questions about this decommissioning.
 
All the best,
 
Patrick Cox
H-Net Vice-President for Networks
vp-net@mail.h-net.msu.edu
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              On April 5, 2016, H-Net Council voted to de-commission H-PubAdmin. The network has been largely unused. Rather than attempt to revive an unused network, we suggest H-PubAdmin’s 373 subscribers join our much larger and more active networks in related fields. These might include H-Law, H-Urban, and H-Pol. With over 2300 subscribers, H-Law is an active network on the history of all legal traditions sponsored by the American Society for Legal History. The editors there have recently begun an original podcast. H-Urban is focussed on urban history and urban studies and the H-Urban Teaching Center is
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              Hello!
 
My name is Patrick Cox and I am Vice-President for Networks at H-Net. I am also the interim editor of H-PubAdmin.
 
You've no doubt noticed this network has been awfully quiet of late. This is has been the result of the network having no editors to run it. H-Net networks are run by scholars and other experts who are interested in building unique resources for their fields. The former editor posted an informative call for new editors on August 3, 2014 and I posted a call for new editors on November 5, 2015. I also inserted language about the need for new editors on the front page of H
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                Debate: Is American government too open?
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              It’s been 50 years since the U.S. Congress adopted the Freedom of Information Act, which provides access to documents held by federal agencies. Since 1966, Congress has adopted many other laws designed to promote openness. But has the United States gone too far, undermining the capacity of public officials to solve our major problems?
 
The Truman School of Public Affairs and the Reynolds Journalism Institute at the University of Missouri have organized a debate on the question: Is US government too open?  Background commentaries are now available, and a live debate will be webcast on March 15.
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                Horizons: H-Net Newsletter, 2:4
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              Type: 
Home Office Notices (Jobs, Reviews)


Subject Fields: 
American History / Studies, Digital Humanities, Local History


Don't miss the lastest edition of Horizions, H-Net's newsletter about recent developments around the Commons!
In this issue:
	H-Net Council News (newly elected members and an outgoing message from last year's president)
	Announcing a new network (H-Midwest)
	An update from the H-Net Book Channel
	New Features on the Commons
	Featured staff: Leta Knupfer, Sarah Remington (Social Media Coordinators)
	Around the Commons




Contact Info: 
Jesse Draper, PhD
Associate Director and Managing Editor
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                Announcing the new Resources tab
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              Greetings H-Net subscribers!
We are pleased to announce the release of the Resources tab, which is now located at the top of all of our Networks. Prior to the release, there was a Media tab that chronologically aggregated all of the contributions uploaded to a particular Network. While the Media tab clearly had some basic archival value, with the development of many diverse projects making use of this material on our Networks, editors asked for a better way to organize that content. The Resources tab is the fruit of those aims.
We have created more detailed Resource tab pages with descriptions
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              Dear H-Net Readers:
As our fall appeal comes to a close, all of us at H-Net wish to express our heartfelt thanks to the many readers who have contributed during the past few weeks.  Your gifts go directly to our program services, helping us to staff our help desk, make improvements to our web resources, and develop new features that leverage the tremendous talent pool of our hundreds of volunteer editors.
During this year’s fundraising campaign, you have heard from editors and leaders at H-Net about existing and new services that the H-Net Commons makes possible: our new Book Channel, the
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                H-Net: Past, Present, and Future
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              The Ghost of H-Net Past
When H-Net began in 1994, email was a rarity, the internet was a collection of text-based gopher files that you could access if you knew the right commands, and scholars in small departments or isolated areas never had the chance to talk with someone else in their field. Into these dark times, H-Net editors took on the challenge to teach their colleagues how to use email. Editors promoted discussions of which archives were the most useful for which subjects. H-Announce soon started to replace physical paper flyers to announce conferences. Isolated scholars learned about
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                PhD Program in Urban and Regional Planning at the University at Buffalo 
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              The PhD Program in Urban and Regional Planning at the University at Buffalo is accepting applications for Fall 2016 admissions, our admissions deadline for Fall 2016 is January 15, 2016. Basic information about the program is listed below.
For the PhD in urban and regional planning, we accept applications for the fall semester admissions only. Students can apply online at the following link: https://www.gradmit.buffalo.edu/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=GRA&nxmid=GetPublicApplicationSite&progid=3FK0PC225  
Our application deadline is January 15 each year. All application materials must be complete and
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                New Scholarship, New Media at H-Net
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              Dear H-Net Readers and Subscribers:
I am Robert Cassanello, Vice President of Research and Publications at H-Net, and I wanted to ask you if you have not already done so to consider donating to H-Net during this campaign drive. I first heard about H-Net back in 1994 during a graduate seminar and immediately joined a couple of burgeoning networks. Throughout this 20+ year relationship with H-Net, I have been fortunate enough to have gained a tremendous amount of professional contacts, development, as well as academic dialog that was unimaginable while I was an undergraduate student in history.
As
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                Building A Remarkable Collection of Digital Scholarship
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Announcements Administration


Subject Fields: 
Digital Humanities, Popular Culture Studies, Humanities, American History / Studies, Military History


 
Hello fellow members of the H-Net community.
I'm Daniel Fandino, an elected member of the H-Net Council and an editor for H-PCAACA, H-Digital-History, and the World War I Crossroads network.
H-Net has changed a lot over the last two years, but the new H-Net Commons interface allows us to do so much more than we ever could before. Over at H-PCAACA, we've particularly enjoyed exploring the new blogging platform as a way to publish new thoughts and
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